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Technical Data
FN MINIMI® 7.62 Mk3
Tactical

Para

Caliber:						
The FN MINIMI 7.62 Mk3 offers the following
benefits: improved ergonomics, lightweight,
hitting power, long range and high parts
commonality with the FN MINIMI ® 5.56 Mk3.
®

Operating principle:

Standard

7.62x51mm NATO
		

Buttstock:		

Gas operated with rotating bolt, firing from open breech
Adjustable in length		

Telescopic

Fixed

865mm		

1,015mm

and in height
Weapon length
- Minimum:		

950mm		

- Maximum:		

1,026mm		

Barrel length:

422mm

Weapon weight:

± 8.8 kg		

Weapon width:
Firing mode:						

		

1,000mm			

—

422mm			

422mm

± 8.7 kg		

± 8.5 kg

128mm
Full automatic

Rate of fire
(in normal conditions):					
Max. effective range:

± 800 rds/min
1,000m
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FN MINIMI 7.62 Mk3 Light Machine Gun

The New Generation

®

Quick change barrel
with carrying handle
and front sight
adjustable in elevation
and azimuth

The world famous FN MINIMI ® Light Machine Gun adapts to
new operational conditions, such as evolution in soldier’s
equipment, increased use of accessories, changes in tactics
and shooting from all positions.

Feed tray with belt retaining
pawls for easy loading with
one hand

Integrated feed cover with MIL-STD-1913
Picatinny type rail for optical sight

Rear sight adjustable for range (100 to
1,000m) and wind

The modifications introduced on the FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3
are based on feedback from users operating in today’s
conflicts. They have resulted in a new light machine gun

Upgrade Program
Just like many other users, you already have an
FN MINIMI® 7.62 in service and you would like to
upgrade it partially or completely? Choose the
customized upgrade program by FN Herstal: adapted
to your exact needs and easily carried out in your
own facilities.
Interested? Ask for our brochure.

offering improved ergonomics and
improved mobility. The original benefits
remain unchanged: lightweight, hitting
power, long range and high parts commonality with the
FN MINIMI ® 5.56 (Mk3 version).

Ergonomically-shaped
cocking handle, enables
cocking with strong or
weak hand

FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Tactical

Lower and lateral
MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny
type rails, lower rail comes
standard with a rail cover
Adjustable-height (3 positions)
bipod, integrates with the hanguard
when folded back even with
accessory on the lower rail

Feeding: either belt
or 50- or 100-round
pouch

Ergonomic buttstock adjustable in length
(5 positions) and for cheek rest height
(6 positions), with folding shoulder rest
and integrated hydraulic buffer

Also, the FN MINIMI® 7.62 can be converted to fire
5.56x45mm NATO ammunition. Please contact us for
more details.

Several models of the FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Light Machine Gun are available:

FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Tactical,
with adjustable buttstock and
folding shoulder rest
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FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Para,
with telescopic buttstock

FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Standard,
with fixed buttstock
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FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Para,
with telescopic buttstock

FN MINIMI ® 7.62 Mk3 Standard,
with fixed buttstock
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Technical Data
FN MINIMI® 7.62 Mk3

						
					Tactical

Para

Caliber:						
The FN MINIMI 7.62 Mk3 offers the following
benefits: improved ergonomics, lightweight,
hitting power, long range and high parts
commonality with the FN MINIMI ® 5.56 Mk3.
®

Operating principle:

		

Buttstock:		
				

Standard

7.62x51mm NATO
Gas operated with rotating bolt, firing from open breech

Adjustable in length		

Telescopic			

Fixed

and in height

Weapon length
- Minimum:		

950mm		

- Maximum:		

1,026mm		

Barrel length:				422mm
Weapon weight:			

± 8.8 kg		

		

865mm		
1,000mm			

1,015mm
—

422mm			

422mm

± 8.7 kg		

± 8.5 kg

Weapon width: 						 128mm
Firing mode:						

Full automatic

Rate of fire
(in normal conditions):					
Max. effective range:

± 800 rds/min

					 1,000m
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